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US FORCED LABOUR CRACKDOWN IS TOUGH, BUT OPAQUE 

On 16 February, an article in the Wall Street Journal critiqued the policy, saying that companies and 

researchers have found it difficult to determine who exactly is affected by the campaign targeting 

China.  US Customs and Border Protection officials say they have blocked more than 2,300 

shipments, and in January alone 282 shipments were stopped.  It is said that opacity — a lack of 

detail on whose goods are being stopped or why — has made it difficult to discern where exactly 

Customs officials might be focusing their attention.  

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-forced-labor-crackdown-is-tough-but-opaque-a463d6e7 

 

HOW THE SEC REACH OVER DIGITAL ASSETS EXTENDS FURTHER THAN JUST ICO 

On 15 February, this post was published on the Compliance & Enforcement blog from the Program 

on Corporate Compliance and Enforcement at the New York University School of Law.  It says that 

since a 2017 report, initial coin offerings ( ICO) in the U.S. have largely died out.  However, 

innovation within the crypto sector enabled participants to build new consumer businesses models, 

adopting new non-ICO methods to raise capital – but not paying attention to, or outright ignoring, 

the SEC’s admonition contained in that report.  The post argues that the lesson from recent actions 

on the part of the SEC is that the global crypto community needs to seriously consider the 

ramifications of offering any revenue generating pooled products to US investors and ensure that 

they comply with US securities laws whether or not the issuer or its agents are located in the US.  

https://wp.nyu.edu/compliance_enforcement/2023/02/15/beyond-howey-how-the-secs-reach-

over-digital-assets-extends-further-than-just-initial-coin-offerings/ 

 

GLOBAL BUSINESS COMPLEXITY INDEX 

The TMF Group have released this report which examines complexity across 3 core areas of business 

administration: accounting and tax; global entity management; and HR and payroll.  It says that this 

year’s analysis reveals 3 global trends: emerging from Covid-19; simplification of drivers and barriers; 

and the rise of environmental, social and governance (ESG). 

https://www.tmf-group.com/en/news-insights/global-business-complexity-hub/  

https://www.tmf-group.com/en/news-insights/publications/2022/global-business-complexity-index 
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RUSSIA’S MILITARY, MERCENARY AND CRIMINAL ENGAGEMENT IN AFRICA 

On 16 February, this report from the Global Initiative Against Transnational Organised Crime says 

that Russia has rapidly increased its engagement in Africa in recent years, both politically and 

economically, as it seeks to expand its influence on the continent.  However, its activities in Africa 

are subject to controversy.  The report sheds light on the Wagner Group, a private military company 

rapidly becoming the most effective form of Russian engagement in Africa.  It has been accused of 

using whatever means necessary to achieve its aims, including criminal activity; and the US 

government recently designated Wagner as a ‘transnational criminal organization,’ allowing for 

broader sanctions against Wagner and its enablers.  The report shows that Wagner did not emerge 

in a vacuum, and that the group’s activities and characteristics reflect broader trends in the 

evolution of Russia’s oligarchs and organised crime groups, their respective relationships with the 

Russian state, and their activities in Africa. 

 

https://globalinitiative.net/wp-content/uploads/2023/02/J-Stanyard-T-Vircoulon-J-Rademeyer-The-

Grey-Zone-Russias-military-mercenary-and-criminal-engagement-in-Africa-GITOC-February-2023-

.pdf 

 

LITHIUM-ION BATTERIES CHALLENGE INVESTIGATORS TO DETERMINE CAUSATION IN FIRE CLAIMS 

On 14 February, an article from Plunkett Clooney PC in the US says that lithium-ion batteries have 

changed our modern life.  Contained within devices as small as hearing aids and as large as electric 

vehicles, most of us are not more than an arm’s reach of a lithium-ion battery every hour of every 

day.  As a result, most fire losses have at least one lithium-ion battery in or near the area of origin.  

This poses several hurdles for investigators.  It argues that while lithium-ion battery technology is 

responsible for many positive changes to modern life, fire protection and investigation science are 

lagging slightly behind. 
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https://www.plunkettcooney.com/litigation-defenders/lithium-ion-batteries-fire#page=1 

 

CAYMAN LLC v DELAWARE LLC v JERSEY LLC 

On 14 February, Ogier published a table comparing these 3 different LLC.  While it highlights key 

points of distinction it does not purport to cover all of the differences between such laws and is 

merely a snapshot of the position as it is today, as each jurisdiction retains the ability to modify and 

adapt each regime accordingly. 

https://www.ogier.com/publications/cayman-llcs-vs-delaware-llcs-vs-jersey-llcs-points-of-distinction 

 

MADEIRA, THE PORTUGUESE TAX HAVEN 

In his regular post, Baptiste Forestier this month includes mention of Madeira, saying that it was not 

meant to be an offshore financial centre, and that its low taxes were only planned for companies 

registered in Madeira.  However, it turns out that many of them have holdings in known tax havens, 

such as Panama, Cyprus etc, and that this means that these subsidiaries have most probably only 

been created in order to save taxes. While companies are obliged to have local employment, it 

seems that (as has happened in other tax havens in the past) It is not rare to find individuals who are 

named directors of dozens, if not hundreds of companies, and that you find business addresses with 

sometimes hundreds of companies using the same one.  

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/money-laundering-techniques-celebrities-diamonds-forestier-cams 

 

UK: BLUE STAR PLANET, TRADING AS 10BET, IS TO PAY £620,000 OVER A SERIES OF FAILINGS 

RELATED TO AML AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

On 16 February, iGB reported that, between November 2019 and June 2021, Blue Star was found to 

have failed to comply with several sections of the Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice (LCCP). 

The Gambling Commission agreed a regulatory settlement that included £620,000 payment in lieu of 

a financial penalty, with this to be directed to social responsible causes, as well as a payment of 

£3,571.25 towards its own investigation costs. 

https://igamingbusiness.com/legal-compliance/10bet-operator-to-pay-620000-over-aml-and-

protection-failures 

 

PANAMA: FORMER MINISTER AND WIFE JAILED FOR CORRUPTION 

On 15 February, Newsroom Panama reported that a 6-year jail sentence had been confirmed for 

former minister, Guillermo Ferrufino, and his wife Milena Vallarino de Ferrufino, for the crime of 

unjustified enrichment.  According to the prosecution, they could not justify assets of $2,288,000.  
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The trial in December 2021 stemmed from an audit report in 2014.  Ferrufino could not justify 

certain assets acquired during his time as a minister in the administration of Ricardo Martinelli 

(2009-2014). 

https://www.newsroompanama.com/news/martinelli-dream-team-member-and-wife-jail-bound-1 

 

UN SECURITY COUNCIL EXTENDS YEMEN SANCTIONS FOR 9 MONTHS 

Barron’s and others reported on 15 February that the UN Security Council extended for 9 months to 

15 November an asset freeze and travel ban targeting a dozen citizens of Yemen, mainly top 

members of the Iran-backed Huthi rebel group, over the ongoing conflict there. 

https://www.barrons.com/news/un-council-extends-yemen-sanctions-for-nine-months-b175189f 

https://press.un.org/en/2023/sc15200.doc.htm  

 

INVESTIGATION FOUND 3 BUSINESSMEN FACING CHARGES OF AIDING IRAN IN US ARE WORKING 

IN CANADA 

On 15 February, CBC reported that Prime Minister Justin Trudeau had responded to a CBC 

report about 3 businessmen active in Canada who are facing felony charges in the US, accused of 

conspiring to evade US sanctions on Iran.  A 2021 indict accused them of playing a role in a scheme 

with at least 7 other people to conceal more than $750 million US worth of transactions on Iran's 

behalf to slip past US sanctions. 

https://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/trudeau-iran-businessmen-in-canada-accused-by-us-violating-

sanctions-1.6749494 

 

POLAND BUSTS LARGEST-EVER CIGARETTE SMUGGLING OPERATION FROM BELARUS 

On 16 February, TVP reported that 18 people had been arrested, including 7 border guards.  It is 

claimed that in 2020-21 the group smuggling over 18 million packs of cigarettes through a single 

road border crossing. 

https://tvpworld.com/66367917/polish-officers-bust-largestever-ring-smuggling-cigarettes-from-

belarus 

 

BOLIVIA PREPARES FOR THE GAFILAT MUTUAL EVALUATION IN APRIL 

On 15 February, EJU TV reported on training and preparation underway in Bolivia in anticipation of 

the mutual evaluation assessment by FATF-style regional body GAFILAT, which is scheduled to 

involve an on-site visit in April. 

https://eju.tv/2023/02/bolivia-se-prepara-para-la-4a-ronda-de-evaluacion-mutua-del-gafilat/ 
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THE 4 MAIN WAYS DIRTY MONEY INFILTRATES THE ECUADORIAN ECONOMY 

On 13 February, La Hora in Ecuador reported on GAFILAT analysis of dirty money entering the 

Ecuadorian economy, identifying drug trafficking, corruption, tax evasion and smuggling as the main 

ways.  It also noted that environmental crimes were on the rise. 

https://www.lahora.com.ec/pais/dinero-sucio-vias-infiltracion-economia-ecuador/ 

 

SUSPECTED ARCHITECT OF MONEY LAUNDERING SCHEME FOR NOTORIOUS CRIME FAMILY ON THE 

RUN 

On 16 February WA Today in Australia carried an article saying that a suspected key player in a drug-

trafficking empire is hiding in the Middle East from police and his former partners amid claims 

millions of dollars of the syndicate’s illicit profits have disappeared.  Police dismantled the syndicate 

early last year in an operation that seized $55 million worth of methamphetamine and heroin, and 

resulted in more than 2 dozen people being charged and assets worth tens of millions being 

frozen.  The a property developer and financier allegedly brokered a deal to surreptitiously funnel 

the network’s illicit drug profits into an Islamic-based private investment scheme run by a 

community leader and preacher. 

https://www.watoday.com.au/national/victoria/suspected-architect-of-money-laundering-scheme-

for-notorious-crime-family-on-the-run-20230215-p5ckm7.html 

 

MALTESE MAN NAMED IN BIZARRE ITALIAN ANTARCTIC MONEY LAUNDERING SCAM 

On 16 February, The Shift reported that a Maltese national has been named by an Italian court as 

having collaborated in laundering money scammed from people believing they were purchasing 

citizenships for a new sovereign state in Antarctica that in reality does not exist. 

https://theshiftnews.com/2023/02/16/one-maltese-named-in-bizarre-italian-antarctic-money-

laundering-scam/ 

 

IRELAND: ANTI-CORRUPTION GROUP CALLS FOR FURTHER STEPS TO PREVENT CORRUPTION IN 

CENTRAL GOVERNMENT AND THE POLICE 

On 16 February, a news release from the Council of Europe advised that the Group of States against 

Corruption’s 5th report on Ireland notes the central role of the Standards in Public Office Commission 

in helping to prevent corruption but calls for the Commission to be given more resources and 

stronger powers to supervise the implementation of integrity standards.  Regarding the Police (An 

Garda Síochána), GRECO stresses that the existing Code of Ethics should be strengthened to cover a 
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wider range of topics, in particular relating to conflicts of interest. Integrity training needs to be 

expanded accordingly and made compulsory for new recruits as well as serving personnel. 

https://search.coe.int/directorate_of_communications/Pages/result_details.aspx?ObjectId=090000

1680aa3471 

 

UK WOULD BENEFIT FROM IMMEDIATELY JOINING THE HAGUE 19 CONVENTION ON THE 

RECOGNITION AND ENFORCEMENT OF FOREIGN JUDGMENTS 

On 16 February, the Law Society Gazette reported that the Law Society had responded to an MoJ 

consultation on accession to Hague 19.  Brexit, the Society stressed, has left businesses and 

individuals exposed to a 'dizzying array' of domestic enforcement rules across the 27 EU Member 

States.  

https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/get-on-board-hague-19-asap-law-society-tells-

government/5115152.article 

 

UK: SANCTIONS AGAINST RUSSIA 

On 16 February, the House of Commons Library published an updated briefing detailing sanctions 

imposed by the UK. 

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/CBP-9481/CBP-9481.pdf 

 

UK: REGULATION OF INSOLVENCY PRACTITIONERS 

On 16 February, the House of Commons Library published a briefing explaining that only a licensed 

insolvency practitioner (IP) can be appointed to act in insolvency proceedings, and that the current 

regulatory framework has been in place since October 2015.  It explains that, from 21 December 

2021 to 25 March 2022, the Insolvency Service consulted on the future of insolvency regulation 

which applied to England, Wales, and Scotland.   

https://researchbriefings.files.parliament.uk/documents/SN05531/SN05531.pdf 

 

UK: GENERAL TRADE LICENCE SYRIA SANCTIONS - EARTHQUAKE RELIEF EFFORTS IN SYRIA 

On 15 February, the Department for International Trade published Notice to Exporters 2023/04 

which advises of the publication of a General Trade Licence to facilitate humanitarian assistance in 

relation to earthquake relief efforts in Syria and Turkey.  It will expire on 31 August. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/notice-to-exporters-202304-general-trade-licence-

syria-sanctions-earthquake-relief-efforts-in-syria/nte-202304-new-general-trade-licence-syria-

sanctions-earthquake-relief-efforts-in-syria 
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CBD NOW CLASSIFIED AS A DANGEROUS DRUG IN HONG KONG 

On 15 February, an article from Hogan Lovells advised that, with effect from 1 February, cannabidiol 

has been classified as a dangerous drug in Hong Kong, hence it is a criminal offence to possess, 

consume, traffic and manufacture the substance (including as an ingredient).  Businesses should 

review their ingredients list to ensure that their products do not contain cannabidiol. 

https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/cannabidiol-canned-in-hong-kong-cbd-now-9422544/ 

 

MORE THAN 700 POTENTIAL UK VICTIMS IDENTIFIED, AMONG THOUSANDS WORLDWIDE 

TARGETED BY A BOILER ROOM FRAUD THAT WAS RUN FROM ROMANIA 

On 15 February, a news release from the NCA advised that investigators believe the fraud, primarily 

offering false investments, was being carried out on a mass scale before it was closed down in 

September last year. 

https://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/news/fraud-targeted-thousands-across-uk-and-abroad 

 

SLOVENIAN POLICE HAVE ARRESTED 13 PEOPLE SUSPECTED OF BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR THE 

SMUGGLING OF AT LEAST 212 MIGRANTS 

A news release from Europol on 16 February advised that the arrests followed a months-long 

international investigation, carried out in cooperation with law enforcement authorities from 

Austria, Croatia, Hungary, Italy and Romania, and coordinated by Europol. Migrants paid enormous 

sums to the smugglers to enter the EU clandestinely and move on to further destinations within its 

borders. 

https://www.europol.europa.eu/media-press/newsroom/news/13-criminals-arrested-for-

smuggling-least-212-people 

 

EU ANNUAL REPORT ON COMMON RULES GOVERNING THE CONTROL OF EXPORTS OF MILITARY 

TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT 

On 16 February, the EU published this report, which also includes a useful summary involving brief 

descriptions of EU common military list categories.  The report covers data on granted and denied 

licences and exports of conventional arms from EU Member States during calendar year 2021.  It 

also covers activities undertaken by the EU and its Member States in the framework of the 

implementation of Council Common Position 2008/944/CFSP throughout 2021. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2023.059.01.0001.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AC%3A2023%3A059%3

ATOC 
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ORTEGA REGIME STRIPS 94 NICARAGUANS OF THEIR CITIZENSHIP 

On 16 February, the Guardian reported that Daniel Ortega’s authoritarian regime has intensified its 

political crackdown, stripping 94 Nicaraguans of their citizenship including some of the Central 

American country’s most celebrated writers and journalists, among them the Guardian contributor 

Wilfredo Miranda. 

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2023/feb/16/ortega-regime-strips-nicaraguans-citizenship 

 

UK: SOLICITORS REGULATION AUTHORITY (SRA) INVESTIGATING 40 CASES OF ALLEGED SLAPP 

On 16 February, the Guardian reported that law firms have been warned by their regulator that they 

should not act as “hired guns” to silence critics of the wealthy, amid a spate of allegations of abusive 

litigation by Russian oligarchs.  In a report, the SRA said that are “significant concerns being raised 

about solicitors making meritless claims on behalf of oligarchs to stifle public discourse about 

corruption or money laundering”. 

https://www.theguardian.com/law/2023/feb/16/uk-solicitors-warned-not-to-act-as-hired-guns-to-

silence-critics-of-super-rich 

 

TRAFFICKING IN MEDICAL PRODUCTS IN THE SAHEL 

This Transnational Organized Crime Threat Assessment (TOCTA) has been prepared by the UN Office 

on Drugs and Crime.  It found that the disparity between the demand for and supply of regulated 

pharmaceutical products leaves room for trafficking, provides an incentive for the involvement of 

organized criminal groups and fuels the ongoing threat to public safety and public health in the Sahel 

countries.  Between January 2017 and December 2021, at least 605 tons of different medical 

products were seized in West Africa during international operations. 
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https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/tocta_sahel/TOCTA_Sahel_medical_2023.pdf 

 

DIGITAL CURRENCY PLAN TO CEMENT UAE REPUTATION AS FINANCIAL HUB 

An article from Out-Law on 16 February reported that the Central Bank of the UAE says the launch a 

new digital currency will help boost the country’s competitiveness as a financial and digital payment 

hub. 

https://www.pinsentmasons.com/out-law/news/digital-currency-plan-uae-reputation-financial-hub 

 

INDIA: ENFORCEMENT DIRECTORATE RAIDS MOBILE APP OFFICES DEALING IN CRYPTOCURRENCIES 

On 15 February, Canindia reported that the ED has said that they recently carried out search 

operations in Delhi, Gurugram (Haryana), Mumbai, Bengaluru and Salem (Tamil Nadu) in respect of a 

probe relating to the misuse of App-based token, named ‘HPZ’ and other similar applications by 

various entities. 

https://www.canindia.com/ed-raids-mobile-app-offices-dealing-in-cryptocurrencies/ 

 

AML/CFT MUTUAL EVALUATION ONSITE OF NEPAL TOOK PLACE 5 TO 16 DECEMBER  

On 16 February, a news release from FATF-style regional body APG advised that the on-site visit for 

Nepal’s 3rd APG Mutual Evaluation was conducted from 5 to 16 December in Kathmandu.  The 

resulting mutual evaluation report will be considered for adoption at the next APG Annual Meeting 

in July. 

https://apgml.org/news/details.aspx?pcPage=1&n=4196 
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BRAZIL: STUDY INTO THE ADOPTION OF ELECTRONIC TAX RECEIPTS FOR BUYING AND SELLING 

GOLD IN ORDER TO TRACK WHETHER IT WAS ILLEGALLY MINED 

On 13 February, Reuters reported that Brazil’s central bank and other government agencies are 

studying the adoption of electronic tax receipts for buying and selling gold in order to track whether 

it was illegally mined.  This would be to tackle illegal gold mining that has led to the invasions of 

protected lands in the Amazon rainforest and indigenous reservations where wildcat miners have 

brought malaria, armed violence and malnutrition in a humanitarian tragedy. 

https://www.reuters.com/article/brazil-gold-idUSKBN2UN1P5 

 

SUSPECTED IRANIAN WEAPONS SEIZED BY US NAVY MAY GO TO UKRAINE 

On 14 February, the Wall Street Journal reported that the US is considering sending Ukraine 

thousands of seized weapons and more than a million rounds of ammunition once bound for Iran-

backed fighters in Yemen.  More than 5,000 assault rifles, 1.6 million rounds of small arms 

ammunition, a small number of anti-tank missiles, and more than 7,000 proximity fuses have seized 

in recent months off the Yemen coast. 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/seized-weapons-bound-for-yemen-may-go-to-ukraine-2516b45d 

https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/seized-iranian-weapons-could-go-to-ukraine-report  

 

EPPO CRACKS DOWN ON CRIMINAL GROUP SUSPECTED OF €1.6 MILLION FRAUD INVOLVING 

EMPLOYMENT FUNDS IN ROMANIA 

A news release from the European Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO) on 15 February advised that an 

organised criminal group has, since 2019, set up 7 fictitious companies, in order to fraudulently 

obtain EU and national subsidies, aimed at helping unemployed people to improve their skills and 

job prospects. 

https://www.eppo.europa.eu/en/news/eppo-cracks-down-criminal-group-suspected-eu16-million-

fraud-involving-employment-funds 

 

FRANCE PROBES THALES SUBSIDIARY OVER PAST ID DOCUMENT DEALS IN AFRICA 

On 14 February, Biometric Update.com reported that a subsidiary of Thales (known as 

Gemalto before being acquired in 2019), is under investigation by judicial authorities in France over 

accusations that the company got involved in unorthodox practices to secure ID document contracts 

in 6 African countries. 

https://www.biometricupdate.com/202302/france-probes-thales-subsidiary-over-past-id-deals-in-

africa 
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UK: MILITARY DEALER WHO SHIPS VEHICLES TO UKRAINE WAR EFFORT FEARING 'RUIN' OVER RUN-IN 

WITH BANK 

On 14 February, ITV reported that a man who has supplied 100 military vehicles to Ukraine's war effort 

says he faces financial ruin because his bank accounts have been closed.  Since Russia invaded Ukraine, 

he has used his tank driving business to sell and ship refurbished military vehicles to help with the war 

effort.  But now Barclays, his bank, has closed his accounts because it says his business is too "high-

risk" 

https://www.itv.com/news/anglia/2023-02-14/military-dealer-supplying-ukraine-fears-ruin-over-

run-in-with-bank 

 

MISINVOICING RESPONSIBLE FOR 63% OF TRADE-BASED MONEY LAUNDERING CASES, RESEARCH 

FINDS 

On 8 February, an article from the Global Trade Review reported that research has found that nearly 

two-thirds of trade-based money laundering over the past decade relied on misleading or false 

invoices, with metals and minerals among the sectors most commonly targeted.  The report says it 

has identified more than $60 billion in dirty money that was laundered through international trade 

transactions during that period, causing economic damage to countries involved – particularly in 

developing markets.  

https://www.gtreview.com/news/global/misinvoicing-responsible-for-63-of-trade-based-money-

laundering-cases-research-finds/ 

 

SPAIN BLOCKS TANKER FROM PORT BECAUSE OF ALLEGED RUSSIAN LINK IN STS TRANSFER 

On 15 February, Insurance Marine News reported that a tanker was barred from entering the port of 

Tarragona by Spain’s Ministry of Transport, Mobility and Urban Agenda (Mitma) after a pair of STS 

transfers of diesel, one of which involved an ex-Russian-flagged tankship. 

https://insurancemarinenews.com/insurance-marine-news/spain-blocks-tanker-from-port-because-

of-alleged-russian-link-in-sts-transfer/ 

 

HOW SUPPLY-SIDE CONTROLS CAN IMPEDE THE IRANIAN DRONE PROGRAM 

A report from Iran watch from the Wisconsin Project on Nuclear Arms Control on 15 February says 

that the conflict in Ukraine has underscored the importance of UAV in modern conflict, as both 

Russia and Ukraine have used them effectively for surveillance and for the delivery of munitions.  It 

says that Russia's use of Iranian weapons has invigorated Western efforts to slow the further 

https://www.itv.com/news/anglia/2023-02-14/military-dealer-supplying-ukraine-fears-ruin-over-run-in-with-bank
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development of Iran’s drone program and to limit its ability to export drones on a large scale.  It asks 

what role can sanctions and export controls play in constraining Iran’s drone program, how can they 

be strengthened, and what limitations might they have?  Further, what other tools could be brought 

to bear to complement these controls?  The report follows a roundtable meeting held in Washington 

in November. 

 

https://www.iranwatch.org/our-publications/roundtables/clipping-tehrans-wings-how-supply-side-

controls-can-impede-iranian-drone-program 

 

HOW THE WEST MAY HAVE HELPED BUILD CHINA’S SPY BALLOONS 

On 16 February, an article from Defense One reported that Chinese strategists and industry have 

worked for more than a decade on 21st Century applications — with some assistance from the West.  

Many of the Chinese organisations that produce them are directly funded by China’s military 

industry. It says that US and European businesses have also played a role in advancing China’s 

aerostat industry going back for almost a decade. 

https://www.defenseone.com/ideas/2023/02/how-west-may-have-helped-build-chinas-spy-

balloons/383029/ 

 

EXCHANGES FREEZE $1.4 MILLION IN CRYPTO LINKED TO NORTH KOREAN HACKERS 

On 16 February, KBS reported that cryptocurrency exchanges have reportedly frozen accounts linked to 

a hacker group based in North Korea.  According to Radio Free Asia, the exchanges Binance and Huobi 

have frozen the cryptocurrency in accounts linked to the notorious Lazarus Group. 

http://world.kbs.co.kr/service/news_view.htm?lang=e&id=Po&Seq_Code=175867 
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PALESTINIAN AUTHORITY ARRESTS LAWYER SUSPECTED OF FUNDING LIONS’ DEN TERROR GROUP 

On 4 February, the Jerusalem Post reported that a lawyer was arrested for his alleged involvement in 

dealing with gold to finance the Nablus-based terror group which has claimed responsibility for a 

series of shooting attacks against Israeli soldiers and civilians. 

https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/article-730571 

 

FLURRY OF ANNOUNCEMENTS BY US FEDERAL RESERVE ON CRYPTO ACTIVITIES 

On 16 February, a Client Alert from Wilmer Hale said that a flurry of activity on January 27 signalled 

continued scepticism from the Federal Reserve of crypto-asset-related activities generally and open, 

public or decentralized networks in particular. 

https://www.wilmerhale.com/en/insights/client-alerts/20230216-flurry-of-announcements-by-the-

federal-reserve-on-crypto-activities 

 

FATF: UPDATED CONSOLIDATED AML/CFT ASSESSMENTS SCHEDULE 

On 16 February, FAF issued an updated consolidated listing of all assessments to date. 

https://www.fatf-gafi.org/en/publications/Mutualevaluations/Assessment-ratings.html 

 

THE MAKING OF TAX HAVEN MAURITIUS 

On 16 February, a 45-minute video from the New Internationalist investigates the making of a tax 

haven that it says has been hurting Indians and Africans for years. 

https://newint.org/features/2023/02/16/making-tax-haven-mauritius 

 

UK LAW COMMISSION: AN UPDATE ON ITS PROGRAMME OF LAW REFORM 

On 16 February, the Law Commission published an update, listing its active projects which include on 

the conflict of laws and emerging technology, criminal appeals, contempt of court, and 

Decentralised Autonomous Organisations (DAO). 

https://www.lawcom.gov.uk/project/ 
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